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IMPURITY AND RADIATION STUDIES
DURING THE JET OHMIC HEATING PHASE

K.H. BEHRINGER, P.G. CAROLAN*, B. DENNE,
G. DECKER**, W. ENGELHARDT, M.J. FORREST*,
R. GILL, N. GOTTARDI, N.C. HAWKES*, E. KALLNE,
H. KRAUSE**, G. MAGYAR, M. MANSFIELD,
F. MAST**, P. MORGAN, N.J. PEACOCK*,
M.F. STAMP, H.P. SUMMERS
JET Joint Undertaking,
Abingdon, Oxfordshire, United Kingdom

ABSTRACT. During the Ohmic Heating Phase of JET operation (June 1983 - September 1984), impurities
in the plasma have been studied by visible and VUV spectroscopy, and from bolometer and soft X-ray signals.
The measurements provide information on impurity influxes and impurity densities in the plasma. Plasma
dimensions and parameters were a =1.1 m, b= 1.3-1.5 m, R = 3m, l p <3.7MA, n e < 3.3 X 1019m"3. -
Oxygen, carbon, wall material (Ni, Cr, Fe), molybdenum and chlorine have been identified as the main impurities
in the plasma. The metal impurities came mainly from the carbon limiter surfaces, where they had been deposited
during operation and cleaning procedures. The metal densities increased with plasma current and decreased with
electron density, while light impurities depended more on the state of the vacuum vessel and size and elongation
of the plasma. There is a consistent anti-correlation of light impurities and metals. - There were two main
campaigns to clean the plasma: a period of 12 000 PDC pulses and repetitive carbonization of the vessel walls. In
the first case, some reduction of oxygen and chlorine was noted, and the molybdenum fraction in the plasma
decreased. However, at densities of 2 X 1019 m~3, the radiated power was still about 80% of the Ohmic input
power, and Zeff was about 4.5. Carbonization reduced the metal content by about a factor of five, and oxygen
and chlorine decreased gradually. Thus the radiated power was as low as 40% P n . High electron densities
(~ 3 X 1019m"3) led to higher radiated power (80% P n , hollow radiation profiles), but reduced Zeff to values below
three. The impurity levels of high density pulses after carbonization were as low as 2.5% C, 1% O, 0.05% Cl and
0.01 5% metals, resulting in Ze f f« 2.6 and a fraction of deuterons of about 75%.

1. INTRODUCTION

One of the main objectives of the large JET tokamak
(plasma dimensions a = 1.1 m, b = 1.3 - 1.5 m, major
radius R = 3 m) is to study impurity behaviour and
plasma-wall interaction in a machine of near-reactor
size and with plasma parameters aiming for core ignition.
Radiation losses caused by impurities were of particular
concern for the JET startup phase, since the volume is
large (~ 100 m3) and the Ohmic power density is
therefore small compared to that of other tokamaks.
This was an important argument for operating with
carbon limiters. Although radiation levels have been
high, often quite close to 100% of the input power,

* Euratom-UKAEA Association, Culham Laboratory,
Abingdon, Oxfordshire OX14 3DB, UK.

** Euratom-IPP Association, IPP-Garching, Federal Republic
of Germany.

the aims in performance for ohmically heated plasmas
have essentially been achieved or even exceeded. At
toroidal fields of 3.4 T, the maximum plasma currents
were 3.7 MA. A flat-top length of 6 s and an overall
pulse duration of more than 15 s were standard para-
meters at the end of the 1984 operation period. Peak
electron densities of 5 X 1019m~3 and temperatures of
3-4 keV were obtained. The energy confinement time
approached 0.8 s in deuterium plasmas. A compre-
hensive description of machine operation and detailed
results concerning plasma performance will be published
elsewhere. The present paper concentrates on the study
of impurities in JET plasmas, the control of which is
of major importance in the JET programme. In particu-
lar, the effects of several cleaning methods are discussed,
which have been studied during the Ohmic Heating
Phase (June 1983 - September 1984).

Diagnostic capabilities for impurity studies improved
steadily during the first 15 months of JET operation.
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TABLE I. JET OPERATION PERIODS DURING
THE OHMIC HEATING PHASE

Operation
phase

Startup

Parameter
studies

Pre-PDC

PDC

Pre-
carbonization

Carbonization

Date

June 25 -
July 22, 1983

October 10 -
December 16,

1983

March 19 -
May 11, 1984

June 18 -
June 29, 1984

July 2nd -
July 13, 1984

July 16 -
August 4, 1984

August 26 -
September 29,
1984

Vessel
conditioning

water rinse,
GDC

GDC

water rinse,
GDC

GDC

12 000 PDC
pulses

-

light/heavy
carbonization

Number
of pulses

26

181

124

32

41

124

186

p,max
(MA)

0.6

3

3.2

3

3

3.4

3.7

a detergent. During the major part of the plasma
experiments the vessel walls were kept at 250°C.

The sequence of operation phases referred to in this
paper is shown in Table I, together with the respective
time periods and some information on the plasma
pulses obtained.

2. DIAGNOSTICS FOR
IMPURITY STUDIES

The main diagnostics referred to in the following
sections are indicated in Fig. 1, showing their position
on the torus and their lines-of-sight with respect to the
vacuum vessel and the limiters. During this phase the
four carbon limiters were used to define the plasma
boundary, while the nickel limiters were withdrawn
from plasma contact. All these diagnostics have been
described in the JET Progress Report 1983 [ 1 ].
Detailed presentations of the Ha diagnostic and the

8individual bolometers
Therefore, impurity behaviour and impurity levels
were much better known at the end of that period than
at the beginning. In particular, spectroscopic observa-
tions had been restricted to the visible and UV range
of the spectrum until the end of May 1984, when the
first VUV spectrometer was installed. Visible spectro-
scopy enabled identification of the main impurity
elements in the JET plasma and, to some extent, their
relative concentrations. Conclusions on absolute levels
had to be drawn from bolometry and Zeff measure-
ments. Once VUV spectra were available, this knowledge
improved considerably, particularly on heavy impurities.
In the following, the present status of relevant diagnostics
will be described, and a few examples of individual
measurements will be given. Subsequently, present
methods of analysing visible and VUV spectra will be
discussed, demonstrating the accuracy and limitations
of present knowledge of impurities. Finally, results
will be presented, dealing mainly with the cleaning
methods applied in JET. These were glow discharge
cleaning (GDC), pulse discharge cleaning (PDC) and
carbonization of the vacuum vessel, i.e. the deposition
of a carbon layer on walls and limiters by means of a
glow discharge in methane. After each opening, the
torus was baked to 300°C for 48 hours. Before the
initial operation in 1983 and the first operation in
1984 a high pressure water rinse was carried out using

Z(m) 0

Vertical bolometer
array (Oct. 2)

VUV spectrometer

Soft X -rays

Horizontal bolometer
array (Oct.2)

* 5 R(m)

8Ha channels, spectrometers

Ha channel. spectrometer

PHA

Torus
spectrometer channels

spectrometers

FIG. 1.
studies.

Location and sightlines of diagnostics for impurity
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FIG. 2. Bolometer raw data and inverted profile versus horizontal
viewing angle for a high density plasma after carbonization.

bolometer array are available in Refs [2, 3]. Therefore,
only brief outlines will be given here.

2.1. Bolometer diagnostic

A 14-channel vertical bolometer array and a
20-channel horizontal bolometer array are used for
measuring the integral radiation losses and the local
radiated power from the plasma, Prad. Abel inversion
of the raw data, using all available channels, was
carried out originally by assuming constant emissivity
on nested, elliptical surfaces, the elongation e = b/a of
which was taken from magnetic measurements. Sub-
sequently, the calculated shape of the magnetic flux
surfaces was fed into the inversion programme, and the
results were obtained as a function of flux co-ordinate i//
or as a function of R in the horizontal mid-plane of the
torus. In either case, the measured line-of-sight integrals
were transformed to a common co-ordinate system in
order to check the assumption of constant emissivity
on flux surfaces. Eight single bolometers, one on top
of each octant, provide information on the toroidal
symmetry of the radiative power losses.

As an example, Fig. 2 shows the bolometer raw data
and the inverted radiation profile as a function of
horizontal viewing angle for Pulse No. 3049. The
radiation of this high density plasma after carbonization
is dominated by light impurities. It is concentrated in
a narrow shell at the plasma boundary, and the power
losses from the plasma centre are very small, i.e. less

than 10 kW*m 3, while the input power density is about
70 kW-nf3. In this example, the global radiation
amounts to about 70% of the Ohmic input power P^.

2.2. Visible spectroscopy

Visible spectroscopy utilizes light from the JET
tokamak relayed by optical fibres to detectors outside
the biological shield, where personnel access is unrestricted.
Eleven telescopes collect plasma light along selected
chords of a diameter of about 12 cm, terminated on
the upper torus walls (vertical chords), or on carbon or
nickel limiters (horizontal chords). By means of filters
and photomultipliers most of the channels monitor
the Ha line emission, one channel observes the continuum
radiation at 523.5 nm. These signals have been used
routinely for deriving the hydrogen fluxes at walls and
limiters, and for measuring the effective ion charge of
the plasma Zeff. Three fibres are connected to 0.6 m
and 1 m grating spectrometers, one of which is equipped
with an optical multichannel analyser (OMA). In this
way, the temporal and spectral evolution of various
spectral lines can be followed. OMA recordings have
shown that the wavelength range of 523.5 ± 0.5 nm,
used for the continuum measurement, is free of line
emission. However, the spectral range of these
instruments is restricted to wavelengths above 350 nm
by the cut-off in the fibre transmission. All channels
were calibrated from lens to detector by means of a
standard tungsten ribbon lamp.

To extend the wavelength coverage down to about
200 nm, a grating spectrometer is mounted on the
transformer limb in Octant No. 5 close to the torus
(torus spectrometer), viewing the plasma and the
carbon limiter in Octant No. 8 through a sapphire
window. This 1 m instrument is used in photographic
and in monochromator modes. Spectral scans are
easily obtained by rotation of the grating during the
long JET pulses. Thus, spectral line widths can be
measured, and impurity ion temperatures can be derived.

Part of a photographic spectrum recorded by the
torus spectrometer is shown in Fig. 3. The respective
carbon limiter, which is 40 cm wide, and the adjacent
outer wall are imaged on the entrance slit, such that
the horizontal co-ordinate represents the different
locations while the vertical co-ordinate corresponds to
the usual wavelength scale. In the wavelength range
shown, lines of low ion stages of carbon and oxygen
have been identified. Neutral lines of metals (Cr I,
Fe I, Mo I) appear just at the limiter surfaces (short
lines) demonstrating the existence of metal influxes
from the carbon tiles. The lines of ionized species
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FIG. 3. Photographic spectrum recorded by torus spectrometer
during a single JET pulse. Parts of carbon limiter and adjacent
wall are imaged on the entrance slit. Wavelengths are given in
angstroms.

extend beyond the limiter edge because the ions
spread along the field lines. Some vignetting occurs
at the edges of this photograph.

2.3. VUV spectroscopy

The JET VUV survey spectrometer is a Schoeffel-
McPherson Model 251 grazing-incidence instrument
covering the wavelength range from about 10 nm up to
170 nm by means of two interchangeable gratings.

The instrument is similar to that developed by
R.J. Fonck et al. [4] and tested on the PDX tokamak.
Spectral resolution is only moderate (0.2-0.3 nm),
leading to some problems in the identification of
spectral lines. For a first sensitivity calibration of the
spectrometer, Fonck's results [4] served as a guideline.
The relative system response curve was modified
slightly according to the observed relative intensities of
hydrogen and oxygen lines. The absolute calibration is
based on the Ha-L^ branching ratio. Usually, the
VUV instrument was used in survey mode, i.e. recording
about 70 complete spectra during a plasma discharge.
These were taken in 16 ms intervals during the break-
down phase of the pulse and at 600 ms intervals
subsequently.

After the JET operation, the VUV survey spectro-
meter was installed on the ASDEX tokamak in collabo-
ration with Euratom-IPP Association, Garching, FRG.
The purpose of this experiment was to study charge
exchange excited lines during neutral beam injection.
The intensity ratios of these lines are well established
theoretically, allowing a relative sensitivity calibration
of the instrument [5]. A preliminary analysis of the
respective results essentially confirms Fonck's
calibration curve.

Figure 4 shows an example of the JET VUV spectrum
between 10 and 100 nm during the flat-top phase of
Pulse No. 2892. This is a high density plasma after
carbonization, and the VUV radiation is dominated by
the lines of light impurities, i.e. oxygen and carbon,
lines of chlorine are also prominent, while there is
hardly any evidence of metals from the vessel walls.
These walls consist of Inconel 600, i.e. 72% nickel,
16% chromium and 8% iron. The time dependences
of the impurity lines O VI, 103.2 nm, and Ni XXV,
11.8 nm, are shown in Fig. 5 together with the plasma
current, Ip, and the average electron density, ne, for a
similar plasma pulse. Tne metal line intensity decreases
when ne is high. Signals from light impurities and
metals are inversely correlated, a behaviour which has
been observed regularly in JET.

2.4. Soft X-ray and pulse height analysis systems

The single channel soft X-ray system consists of
four detectors behind a single pinhole. These silicon
diodes are equipped with beryllium filters of different
thicknesses in order to distinguish high and low energy
radiation. Foil thicknesses of 0, 2, 12.7 and 50 /urn
have been used, the latter resulting in an energy cut-off
at about 1300 eV. The main aim of this diagnostic was
to look for MHD effects, particularly sawtooth activity
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(during the more recent JET pulses with electron
temperatures Te = 2 - 3 keV at the q = 1 surface, only
inverted sawteeth could be observed). Additionally,
the diode signals yielded estimates of the high energy
radiation losses of the plasma and of the X-ray
continuum enhancement factors.

The single channel pulse height analysis system
consists of a beryllium window, a variable aperture and
a mercury iodide detector. This detector does not
require cooling but its energy resolution is somewhat
poorer than that of the usual Si-Li diodes, i.e. about
500 eV. As an example, Fig. 6 shows the recorded
X-ray spectrum for JET Pulse No. 3058. The
continuum slope yields an electron temperature of
3.2 keV in this case, in agreement with that from
electron cyclotron emission (ECE) measurements. The
Ka lines of nickel and chromium are clearly visible.
The nickel line has been used for deriving the nickel
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content in the centre of the plasma, and the respective
results will be discussed together with the data from
VUV spectroscopy.

• 3. INTERPRETATION OF
VISIBLE SPECTROSCOPY

The effective ion charge of the plasma, Zeft, averaged
over the chord length, is determined from the visible
continuum at 523.5 nm [6]. In the analysis, Te profiles
are taken from the ECE diagnostic. For ne,
essentially parabolic profiles are being used as indicated
by a fixed-frequency reflectometer. Zeff is given by
the ratio of the measured radiance to that calculated
for a pure hydrogen plasma, taking into account the
appropriate Gaunt factors. Because of the n^ depen-
dence of continuum emission, the main contribution
originates from the central region of the plasma. There-
fore, the results essentially represent Zeff on axis. The
Maxwellian averaged Gaunt factors involved are calcu-
lated in a hydrogenic approximation as a function of
temperature and ion charge and are in agreement with
those found by Karzas and Latter [7]. The Zeff values
referred to in this paper are always derived from visible
bremsstrahlung.

The JET spectra in the visible and UV wavelength
ranges contain lines of neutral atoms, low ionization
stages of different impurity ions and forbidden ground
state transitions of nickel and chromium. The latter
can be used for measuring metal densities in the

plasma [8]. An example shown in Fig. 3 is the
2p3/2 ~ 2pi/2 transition in Ni XII at 423.1 nm. At proton
densities above 1018mT3, a statistical population of these
levels may be assumed [9], and the line emission
coefficients reflect directly the Ni XII ground state
population. This line has been used routinely as a
monitor of nickel edge density. For quantitative
analyses, emission shells and ionization balance have
been calculated by the impurity transport code described
in Section 4. The other lines have been regarded
mainly as an indication of local influx at the observed
plasma surface position.

3.1. Flux measurements

Neutral particles are ionized in a narrow shell at
the plasma periphery. Under usual conditions of
negligible recombination, the ionization rate per unit
surface area, integrated over the shell width, equals the
neutral influx density. The ionization process is
accompanied by the emission of spectral lines and, in
the most important case of corona population equilib-
rium, the numbers of ionization events and emitted
photons are closely correlated. Therefore, the local
flux density Fo may be derived from the line-of-sight
intensities of the neutral line emission, Io. The flux Fo

is given by the relation

Q — 4TT • =
X

So
(1)

where, respectively, So and Xo are the average values of
ionization rate coefficients and excitation rate coeffi-
cients to the particular upper level, and Bo is the
branching ratio for the observed spectral line. In the
case of wall fluxes, on the assumption of poloidal
symmetry, two shells contribute to the observed
intensity, and therefore F is given by half the value of
Eq. (1) [10]. Since S and X have roughly the same
temperature dependence for the lines in question, Te

need not be known with high accuracy for flux
measurements.

The above equation, or a somewhat more sophisticated
version [ 11 ], is commonly used for deriving the hydrogen
influx from Ha measurements, a method which is used
here as well. Wall and limiter fluxes are measured
separately by vertical and horizontal chords of the Ha

diagnostic. Neutral lines of several metals (Cr I, Ni I,
Mo I) have been analysed in terms of limiter and wall
fluxes and have been used to evaluate the relative
densities of these elements in the plasma. In the cases
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of both chromium and molybdenum, there is a compli-
cation with the existence of metastable 5S and 5D ground
states. A significant population may accumulate in
these levels, or the sputtered atoms may already enter
the plasma in these excited states.

The importance of these metastable levels has been
assessed experimentally, on the assumption that the
excitation of allowed transitions within systems of the
same multiplicity is much more likely than inter-
system excitation. This assumption is particularly well
justified in that case where electron energies are much
higher than the level energy differences, AE. The
comparatively low intensities of lines in the quintet
system (e.g. Cr 1 SD-SF,° 435.2 nm, etc.) are considered
to be an indication that the metastable atoms represent
only a small fraction of the ground state number
density. These levels are probably underpopulated in
the plasma because, in the case of metal atoms, elec-
tron impact ionization is much more likely than electron
impact excitation into the metastable states.

Within certain limitations, ion lines of low ionization
stages can still be used for flux measurements. However,
the higher the ionization stage, the more the local
information is lost and is being replaced by a spatial
average, since the ions spread along the magnetic field
lines. Furthermore, the lines no longer reflect the
neutral influx, but a flux diminished by the losses in
all lower ionization stages including the observed one.
In the case of once or twice ionized ions, the latter
fraction is small for the JET edge plasma conditions.
Its value follows from detailed transport calculations.

The electron excitation rates of strong ion lines in
the visible are often difficult to calculate, since they
involve non-dipole transitions from the ground states
to the respective upper levels. As discussed for metal
atoms, the levels may not even be populated by an
excitation from the ground state, but rather from a
metastable level of the same multiplicity. Examples of
the latter case are the 3s-3p 2D° transitions in O II,
which are stronger than the 3s-3p 4D° transitions, and
are probably not a result of inter-system excitation.
To obtain the influxes of light impurities presented in
this paper, the populations of the metastable states have
been estimated from the measured visible or VUV lines.
Then,"ground states and metastable state have been
added. Electron excitation rates for non-dipole and
inter-system excitation have been calculated from a
van-Regemorter-type formula [12], using f-values of
corresponding allowed lines and Mewe's prescription [13]
for the Gaunt factors. In some cases, the validity of
this procedure is supported by detailed calculations
(e.g. Mann [14] for C II). Ionization rates are taken

from Lotz [15]. The electron temperature at the
plasma boundary is obtained by an interpolation of
ECE and Langmuir probe measurements. Depending on
electron density, Te(a) is in the range 50-100 eV.
Several lines of different ionization stages have been
analysed and found to agree within about a factor of
two. Nevertheless, it is clear that the flux measurements
based on visible lines have considerable error bars due
to atomic physics and plasma physics problems.

4. ANALYSIS OF VUV SPECTRA

To interpret the measured spectral line intensities in
terms of impurity concentrations, line excitation rates
and ionization balance must be calculated from atomic
physics models using measured plasma parameters for
the respective discharges. Impurity transport modifies
the ionization equilibrium, particularly at the plasma
edge, i.e. the region of steep gradients, and is responsible
for the radial profile shape of the total ion densities.
In the present analysis, a numerical code [16] is used
to describe the impurity behaviour. It solves, in
cylindrical co-ordinates, the coupled set of time
dependent continuity equations for the individual
ionization stages of a particular element, taking into
account ionization, recombination and diffusion pro-
cesses. The code calculates the radial distributions of
ground state densities, as well as emission shells and
line-of-sight integrals of selected lines to be compared
with the respective experimental results. It also gives
local and global radiation losses caused by line emission.
The code has been set up to compute the time depen-
dence of the above quantities after impurity injection
or for varying plasma parameters. However, at present,
only the stationary solution is being used for impurity
analysis during the stationary conditions of current and
density flat-top. The results presented were obtained
between 4.4 s and 6.8 s in the pulse.

For the interpretation of JET spectra, the Te profiles
from ECE diagnostics have been used in the code.
Electron density profiles have been taken from fixed-
frequency reflectometer measurements, except for the
last few pulses of the 1984 operation period, when
profiles from the multi-channel DCN interferometer
became available. The conditions at the plasma
boundary have been estimated from an interpolation
of ECE and Langmuir probe measurements. Fall-off
lengths of density and temperature in the scrape-off
layer have been modelled to fit the probe data.
An example of the calculated ground state distributions
of nickel for Pulse No. 2984 at 5 s is given in Fig. 7.

NUCLEAR FUSION, Vol.26, No.6 (1986) 757
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4.1. Rate coefficients and radiation data

The ionization rate coefficients are calculated as
proposed by Lotz [15]. For the Na-like ions, where
inner-shell ionization is known to be important,
correction factors to the Lotz formula have been
calculated for the relevant temperature range and are
implemented in the code. Inner-shell ionization
enhances the total rate coefficients by a factor of two
for Na-like chlorine, and by a factor of three for
Na-like nickel ions. Radiative recombination is treated
in the usual way by applying the hydrogen formula
and introducing effective quantum numbers. For
dielectronic recombination, the Burgess prescription
[17] has been used but taking into account modifica-
tions by Merts et al. [18]. A density dependence of
the latter rate coefficient has been adopted following
Post et al. [19]. For calculating individual resonance
line radiation of systems of one and two electrons in
the outermost shell; a survey of the existing theories
has been carried out [20], and interpolation routines
have been established, if necessary, for the present
requirements. To calculate the total power emitted
by line radiation, two effective resonance lines have
been defined for each ionization stage so as to account
for An = 0 and An f 0 transitions. For this purpose,
processed data sets were used, based on f-values from
Wiese et al. [21, 22] for light impurities and for chlorine,
and from Fuhr et al. [23] for nickel. An attempt has
been made to fill in gaps by interpolation along the
isoelectronic sequence. Line radiation is calculated
according to a van-Regemorter-type formula [12], the
Gaunt factors being taken from Mewe [13]. In the
case of non-dipole lines, the f-values of the allowed

lines are used, and the Gaunt factors are taken again
from Mewe's prescription. The resonance line data
for allowed transitions are also used for calculating the
dielectronic recombination rate coefficients. Systema-
tic improvement of the atomic rate database is in
progress.

4.2. Transport coefficients

The fluxes of all elements and ionization stages Pk

are described by the sum of an anomalous spreading
term and a convective term:

(2)

The anomalous diffusion coefficient D and the drift
velocity VD are probably a function of plasma para-
meters, but are assumed to be constant in the present
analysis. In Eq. (2), nk is the number density of a
particular species.

From an accidental impurity injection described in
Section 6 of this paper, evidence exists that the
spreading coefficient D in JET is similar to that in
other tokamaks, i.e. about 0.6 m2 -s"1. However, the
magnitude of the corresponding drift velocity VD,
determining the radial profile shape of impurity
densities, is not known, though a rough estimate is
possible by analysing different ionization stages of
heavy impurities. In Ref. [24], the drift velocity was
assumed to be given by

VD = - 2 D r / a 2 (3)

resulting in moderately peaked radial profiles similar
to those measured for electron densities. Other authors
have introduced a dimensionless peaking parameter
S= a VD/2D [25]. In the transport code used for
interpreting the JET VUV spectra the above expression
has been adopted, corresponding to a peaking
parameter S = I.

Metal concentrations in the plasma, which are
obtained from VUV line intensities of highly ionized
metal ions by means of the impurity transport code,
are expected to be quite reliable since these lines are
emitted from the inner half-radius of the plasma. In
this case, the ionization balance is close to corona
equilibrium, and the interpretation is little affected by
transport assumptions. Light impurities, however,
radiate only at the plasma edge where, as an additional
complication, both the electron density and tempera-
ture are poorly known. The ionization balance in the
presence of transport is computed by the code, and,
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TABLE II. MOST IMPORTANT IMPURITY LINES
USED IN ANALYSIS OF JET VUV SPECTRUM

cm
CIV

o i v
ov
OVI

Cl VI
Cl VII

a xiv
a xv
Ni XII
Ni XVIII
Ni XXV

Ni XXVI

Cr XXII

FeXVI

Mo XXXII

97.70 nm +
31.24 nm

55.43 nm +
62.97 nm +

103.19 nm

67.14 nm +
80.07 nm
23.77 nm(+
38.40 nm

432.12 nm
29.20 nm
11.80nm

16.54 nm

22.30 nm

33.54 nm

12.78 nm

CIII 45.96 nm

OIV 62.51 nm
OV 76.03 nm

Cl VI 73.03 nm

Cl XIV 28.63 nm)
(blended with CIV)

(visible spectrum)

(~ 30% correction due to
Ni XXII and Ni XXIV lines)

finally, the concentration in the plasma centre is
calculated on the basis of the assumed radial ion density
profile. Because of uncertainties in the assumptions
involved, the light impurity results at the plasma centre
have large error bars.

4.3. Consistency of analysis

The most important spectral lines, which have been
used more or less routinely for analysis, are shown
in Table II.

By means of the impurity transport code, the
respective impurity densities in the centre of the
plasma are calculated from line-of-sight integrals of
these line intensities. The second transition, listed for
light impurity ions, is used for measuring the metastable
state population, which is found to be particularly
important in the case of O V. The results obtained
from different ionization stages of the same element
agree within about a factor of two, i.e. the expected
error limits of calibration and excitation models. In
the case of nickel, where ionization stages are observed
radiating within the inner half-radius and right at the
boundary, the radial profile assumed in the code is con-
firmed within the same uncertainty margin.

In all cases checked, calculations of the total radi-
ation losses based on measured impurity densities are

consistent with the bolometer results, i.e. the total
radiated power. This is not surprising since the strongest
lines contributing to the bolometer signals are observed
in the region of the present VUV instrument and the
impurity densities are derived from these particular
lines. It is more difficult to compare measured and
calculated radiation profiles. Examples of the code
calculations are shown in Fig. 8, together with the
Abel inverted bolometer data. The local emission due
to line radiation is shown as computed for 1% of oxygen
and 3% of carbon, and for the parameters of the
respective discharge. According to the calculations,
carbon is mainly responsible for the radiative power
losses in this particular case. The spatial resolution of
the bolometer (15 cm in the respective midplanes) is
obviously not sufficient to resolve the individual shells.
Taking into account spatial averaging, the height of the
measured profile is in reasonable agreement with the
calculations. Its position is displaced by about 5 cm, a
value which is certainly within the error limits of the
measurement.

The values of Zeff derived from the measured impurity
concentrations usually agree with those derived from
visible bremsstrahlung to within 1 — 1.5. Under normal
conditions, this discrepancy cannot be explained by the
uncertainties of the metal concentrations, as they
contribute little to Zetf. It must be attributed to light

" r o d

( k W • m'3 )

No 3 0 4 9 t = 9 s

FIG. 8. Part of Abel inverted bolometer profile of Fig. 2 versus
major radius. The limiters are at 4.11 m. Calculated emission
shells of carbon (3%) and oxygen (1%) are shown for comparison
(D = 0.6 m2-s~1).
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impurity results, which are less reliable too, since they
are only obtained for the plasma edge. Insufficient
knowledge of the plasma edge parameters may easily
change the light impurity results by a factor of two,
while their ratio is expected to be more accurate.
Therefore, a method of proceeding is to scale these
numbers so as to explain the measured Zeff. However,
for the period reported, poor knowledge of density
profiles and the usual uncertainties of intensity cali-
bration and temperature measurements lead to about
30% error bars for Zetf from bremsstrahlung. This
means that the accuracy of the spectroscopic results
cannot be substantially improved by such a scaling.
Therefore, the light impurity densities are presented
as derived from the code analysis.

5. RESULTS

5.1. Important impurities and trends

Because of the presence of carbon limiters, carbon
has always been an important impurity in JET. The
carbon concentration in the plasma was 2 - 3 % ne,
consistently throughout the whole operation period.
The limiters are a main source of carbon influx, but
the vessel walls are found to be almost equally
important, in particular, when the plasma elongation is
high and the boundary approaches top and bottom of
the vacuum vessel. The carbon influx is a steep func-
tion of electron density, just as the hydrogen flux, but
is almost insensitive to the plasma current Ip. This
means that the respective production mechanisms
hardly depend on temperature but on the number of
recycling hydrogen ions.

The oxygen level in JET has been much more variable
and reflects the cleanliness of the vacuum vessel. Judging
from the respective influxes, the torus walls are equally
effective oxygen sources as the limiter surfaces. Just
as in the case of carbon, the oxygen production is not
correlated with plasma current, but with electron
density. Since carbon and oxygen influxes are essen-
tially proportional to the hydrogen flux, the concen-
trations of both elements are weak functions of density
for a particular experimental campaign. The lowest
levels of oxygen were achieved at the end of the 1983
startup period, after extensive glow discharge cleaning,
and in September 1984, after repetitive carbonization.

Strong lines of chlorine were observed in the visible
spectra during the first JET plasma pulses, but their
significance was only realized when VUV spectra
became available, and the chlorine resonance lines

could be analysed. According to these results, several
per cent of chlorine must have contaminated the first
JET plasmas. Chlorine was probably introduced into
the torus by the washing procedure using a detergent.
The chlorine level has decreased significantly in the
course of operation and as a consequence of cleaning
procedures. However, it is still an important impurity.
In cases of strong plasma-wall interaction, e.g. high
elongation or density limit studies, the chlorine fraction
in the plasma is appreciable, and the VUV spectra may
even be dominated by Cl lines.

Significant amounts of wall material, nickel, chronium
and iron were found in the plasma particularly at low
electron densities before carbonization. The carbon
limiters have been identified as the main source of
these metal impurities. As confirmed by a post mortem
surface analysis, the limiters had been coated by wall
material either during glow discharge cleaning or during
normal tokamak operation. Arcing and disruptions may
play a significant role, too, in melting and evaporating
large amounts of metal. Molybdenum was found both
in the plasma and on the limiter surfaces. It was
deposited on the graphite tiles by accident during
manufacturing. It has, however, always represented a
minor fraction of the metals and become even less
important during the operation period. Metal fluxes
and metal densities increase with plasma current and
decrease with electron density. Furthermore, an
inverse relationship was found to exist between metals
and low-Z impurities, as has been observed before in
other tokamaks [26]. This behaviour can be explained
by the sensitivity of metal sputtering rates to the
plasma edge temperature.

The trends of light and heavy impurities, as described
above, lead to the usual steep decrease in Zeff with ne

for a given experimental campaign, as long as metals
play an important role. For light impurity dominated
plasmas, Zetf tends to be a rather weak function of ne.
In the first case, the radiative power losses, Pr a d, are
reasonably constant since the increase in ne is compen-
sated by a decrease of metal number densities. However,
the radiation depends strongly on plasma current. At
high densities, metal impurities become insignificant.
Prad increases, usually up to 100% of Pn at the density
limit, because of light impurity radiation.

5.2. Impurity behaviour during the startup phase

In the November-December 1983 operation period,
after extensive GDC, long quiet plasma pulses were
obtained. The electron temperature approached 2 keV
in the centre, and sawtooth activity was observed
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regularly on the soft X-ray diodes. The impurity
behaviour had become fairly consistent, allowing trends
and parameter dependencies to be studied, but only by
visible spectroscopy. For metal impurities, the
following analysis was carried out: the relative concen-
trations of Ni, Cr and Mo were inferred from the
respective influxes at the limiter, for which ratios of
7:1:1 were measured. The intensity of the Ni XII line
was used to derive the nickel concentration in the
plasma. In this way, a total metal content of 0.2% ne

was derived for Ip = 2 MA, ne = 1.8 X 1019m"3 and
e = 1.2. This value is in good agreement with the
radiated power from the plasma centre and with the
absolute signals of the soft X-ray diodes. The metal
production rate at the limiter surface was measured
to be 2% of the respective hydrogen flux
<I>HO 5 X 1021 s"1), a value which, according to
transport code calculations, is just sufficient to explain
the metal content of the plasma and which is easily
interpreted in terms of hydrogen and low-Z impurity
ion sputtering, even if the carbon is only partly covered
by metals (for rate coefficients, see, e.g. Ref. [27]).

During the spring 1984 shutdown, a post mortem
surface analysis of carbon limiter tiles was carried out.
It confirmed that they were indeed covered by wall
material with an average layer thickness of about
1021 metal atoms'm~2. Considering that the measured
sputtering rate was close to 1020 atoms-m^s"1, the
metals must have been eroded and redeposited many
times during JET operation.

An assessment of light impurities in the plasma was
more difficult. Carbon and oxygen influxes from the
limiters were measured to amount to 10% 4>H and
3% <f>H, respectively. The high yield of carbon may
just be explained by a combination of hydrogen,
impurity ion and self-sputtering. The mechanism
responsible for the oxygen release is not known. From
these fluxes, concentrations of 2% C and 0.5% O were
estimated, in reasonable agreement with a transport
code analysis of C III and O IV. The resulting Zeff of
3.2 compares favourably with 3.5 from bremsstrahlung.
The chlorine fraction in the plasma could not be
measured but, according to the visible chlorine lines,
it was probably quite small. 70% of Pn was radiated in
these early JET plasmas, metals being mainly responsible
forPrad.

During the subsequent operation period in spring
1984, cleaning procedures were the same as before,
and the impurity situation was not expected to change
substantially. VUV spectroscopy was only available
for the last few days, but the usual signals in the visible,
i.e. O IV, C III and Ni XII, were recorded routinely.

Judging from these results, the metals remained
approximately constant for comparable pulses. The
carbon wall influx from top and bottom of the vessel
increased for vertically elongated plasmas generated
during this period. The situation with respect to
oxygen deteriorated somewhat during the spring
operation period, probably because of this enhanced
plasma-wall interaction. However, these observations
could not explain the high values of Zeff found particu-
larly at the beginning of March 1984. A summary
of Zeff data for several experimental campaigns is shown
in Fig. 9, including some of the 1983 results. The
measured Zetf values did show the usual decreasing
tendency with ne and were decreasing gradually in the
course of operation, but never quite reached the low
results of 1983. A high fraction of radiated power
(80-100% Pn ) and flat radiation profiles confirmed
that the plasmas were metal dominated, as they had
been in December 1983. For an unknown reason,
pulses with lower toroidal field and lower q radiated a
larger fraction of the input power, usually close to
100% P n .

When the first VUV spectra were available, it was
realized that chlorine was an important impurity in JET,
which was probably introduced by the detergent used
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FIG. 10. Impurity levels derived from VUV spectroscopy for reference pulses during period May to
September 1984 (I = 2MA, b/a = 1.4, BT = 2.5 T, ne = 2 X10l9m'3). The results demonstrate the conse-
quences ofPDC and carbonization.

for washing. Since the torus had been washed again
before the March operation, a possible explanation for
the high values of Zeff may be a high chlorine contami-
nation (up to 1.5% ne would have been required), which
reduced gradually in the course of operation. However,
there are no measurements to prove this hypothesis.

A detailed analysis of VUV spectra is available for
Pulse No. 2050, which is comparable to the 1983
plasmas, as well as to the later reference discharges to
be discussed in the next paragraph. It had the following
parameters: Ip = 2.3 MA, ne= 1.6 X 1019m"3,
Bj = 2.6 T, e = 1.4. The respective results for the
metals are very close to the values obtained for the
1983 plasmas (values in parentheses), i.e. a total metal
content of about 0.2% (0.2%) and a ratio of Ni:Cr:Mo
of 8:1:0.5 (7:1:1). Iron was determined to be about
4% of the total metal content. The straightforward
results for oxygen and carbon were 1.6% and 2%,
respectively. This means that the carbon level is in very
good agreement with the 1983 result (2%), while the
oxygen may have been somewhat underestimated
(0.5%), though it has probably increased by a factor
of two in the March-May operation. The chlorine
fraction in pulse No. 2050 was found to be 0.16%.
The respective values of impurity concentrations are
marked on the left-hand side of Fig. 10 as starting
points for trends throughout the remaining operation
time.

5.3. PDC period

For the assessment of PDC effectiveness, glow dis-
charge cleaning, which had been used routinely before,
was abandoned in order not to confuse the PDC results.
A total of 12000 PDC discharges were carried out,
mostly in Taylor mode (p « 10"5 mb H2, Ip = 30-40 kA,
BT = 0.15 T, t « 0.1 s), some in high power mode
(Ip = 400 kA, t = 0.6 s). To study the plasma response,
the parameters of a reference discharge were defined
(Ip = 2 MA, b/a =1.4, BT = 2.5T, ne = 2 X 1019nf3),
which was then repeated throughout the following
operation periods and allowed an easy comparison of
the plasmas achieved. The development of impurities
will be described by referring to the data in Fig. 10.
It must, however, be kept in mind that only a few
examples are being discussed, which are considered to
be representative. Even if pulses with the same gross
parameters are compared, the scatter in the results
amounts to-20% or more.

The reference discharges before PDC showed an
increase in oxygen and a respective reduction in metal
impurities as compared to the May situation. The
Cl level increased distinctly, too. After about
4000 PDC pulses, oxygen, carbon and nickel were
virtually unchanged while the chlorine showed a reduc-
tion of about a factor of two. After 12 000 pulses,
there was some effect on the oxygen, accompanied by an
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increase in metal concentration. Carbon and chlorine

remained constant. These differences, which are not at

all dramatic, are essentially in agreement with the

respective influxes of oxygen, chlorine and nickel.

There was a change in the ratio of Ni:Cr:Mo, i.e. more

chromium and less molybdenum were found after PDC,

but again the differences were only minor. The total

radiated power hardly changed during the PDC period

and was about 80% of ?n. At the end of the PDC

assessment, Zef f was still of the order of five for the

parameters of the reference discharges. Altogether,

12000 PDC pulses do not seem to be sufficient to

have a large impact on the impurity situation in JET.

For the pre-PDC pulses, we estimate the following

impurity influxes from the C II, C III, O II, O IV, and

Cr I signals:

• 0.20 <J>,

- 0.15 4>, limiter

^wall'Mimiter

The limiter fluxes of carbon and metals are similar to
those of the 1983 operation. It was, however, realized
at that stage that the carbon wall production is similar
to that on the limiters. For oxygen, influxes were
higher than in 1983 and the walls seemed to play an
important role.

5.4. Reference discharges after carbonization

After a period of high density and deuterium
operation, which will be commented on in the next
paragraph, light and heavy carbonization of the vacuum
vessel was carried out in order to remove oxygen and
chlorine and to assess the influence of an all-carbon
wall on plasma behaviour and metal contamination.
Less than one monolayer of carbon was deposited on
the vessel walls and removed again before tokamak
operation by GDC in pure hydrogen (light carbonization).
The impurity situation was then much the same as after
PDC (see Fig. 10), except that the chlorine seems to
have recovered again after the break in operation.

During heavy carbonization [28], about 50 mono-
layers of carbon were deposited on walls and limiters.
This procedure made a definite impact on plasma
performance. Zetf dropped, at least initially, the
radiated power reduced to about 50% P^ at moderate
densities, and, consequently, the carbon limiters
heated up to as much as 1500°C.

From the spectroscopy viewpoint, the main differences
were a strong reduction in metals and an increase in

carbon. The bolometer profiles became hollow, and
the centre radiation was very low. Metals considerably
increased after a weekend of glow discharge cleaning,
and even after ageing of the carbon layer for two days.
Oxygen and, in particular, chlorine seemed to decline
gradually during the last weeks of operation, but not as
a consequence of specific actions taken. The conclu-
sions drawn from the VUV spectra are again well con-
firmed by the respective impurity influxes and the
Ni XII signals. The higher carbon level is due to an
increased influx from the carbon limiters. The observed
reduction of metal influxes from the limiters confirms
the present idea that metal depositions on the carbon
limiters had been responsible for the metal problem.

When the limiters reached a high temperature at the
end of the flat-top period of some of the pulses, a
sudden increase in metal influx was observed, which is
attributed to metal evaporation. It seems that, by this
process, the limiters were better conditioned throughout
the remaining operation period, and metal influxes and
densities never returned to such high values as previously.
It should be noted that during these limiter tempera-
ture excursions the carbon influx, as derived from
C II signals, followed the electron density in the usual
way. There was no indication of the existence of
chemical sputtering [29] expected to occur around
carbon surface temperatures of 900 K. On the other
hand, the high carbon yield measured (10% 4>H) could
be indicative of a — temperature independent —
chemical release mechanism.

Although carbonization had the favourable effect of
reducing metals and lowering the radiated power in the
plasma centre, there was a problem of high concen-
tration of carbon in the plasma leading to a dilution of
the working gas. Furthermore, disregarding the pulses
immediately after fresh carbonization, the values of
Zetf were again up in the range of four to five.

5.5. High density discharges

During the precarbonization period, toroidal field
and plasma current were increased at moderate plasma
elongation (e = 1.2). Then, average electron densities
of about 3 X 1019m"3 were achieved in both hydrogen
and deuterium at Ip « 3 MA, BT= 3.4 T. Later on,
similarly high densities were achieved at lower toroidal
fields and lower currents, but at an elongation of 1.4.
The consequences of carbonization on high density
plasmas were studied for different plasma currents
(2.8-3.5 MA), elongations ( 1 . 2 - 1.4) and toroidal
fields (2.6 —3.4T). Nevertheless, these discharges
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FIG. 11. Abel inverted bolometer results demonstrating existence
of radiation mantle leading to shrinking of plasma radius and
disruption at 9.2 s.

behaved quite similarly in many respects, although there
was some scatter in the individual results.

At high electron densities and a significant level of
light impurities, edge radiation cools the plasma
boundary and reduces the production of metal impuri-
ties. Therefore, the metal concentration of such dis-
charges was very low throughout, even before
carbonization. If the density is pushed even further, the
plasma may eventually detach completely from the
limiter and shrink, as is demonstrated by the bolometer
profiles of Fig. 11 for the later phase of pulse No. 2471.
Before carbonization, the level of oxygen and carbon
could have been as high as 4%, but there may be some
problems in analysing the VUV signals because of
poloidal asymmetries. After carbonization, oxygen was
reduced, and the carbon stayed at about 2.5%, very
similar to Fig. 10, but the analysis is not, in all details,
consistent with that of the reference pulses. A con-
sistent result was that the chlorine showed a tendency
to reduce and reached the very low level of 0.05% at
the end of September operation. For high density
pulses after carbonization, typical impurity concen-
trations are 1% O, 2.5% C, 0.05% Cl and 0.015% metals,
resulting in a Zeff value of about 2.6.

During the pre-carbonization and carbonization
periods, no significant change in impurity levels was
observed when changing the working gas from hydrogen
to deuterium.

5.6. Radiation and Zeff

The reference pulses after light carbonization still
radiated about 90% Pj} • It was only after heavy

carbonization that the radiation levels for moderate
densities ( « 2 X 1019m~3) reduced to 50% and even
40% after repetitive carbon deposition. Judging by
the spectroscopic results, this reduction is due to lower
concentrations of oxygen and chlorine. The metals
do play a role but, when they recovered significantly
after removing the carbon layer, the increase in radiated
power was only moderate, i.e. from 40 to 60% P^ •

For higher electron densities, the fraction of radiated
power increased both before and after carbonization.
In the latter case, however, it increased from a much
lower level. This behaviour is demonstrated in Fig. 12.
Going from low to high densities, the radiation in the
plasma centre dropped from about 10 kW-nf3 to
almost zero, while the edge radiation increased. JET
high density discharges are obviously light impurity
dominated and, after carbonization, oxygen and carbon
contribute about equal amounts to the total radiation.

Figure 13 shows the measured values of Zeff before
and after carbonization as a function of electron over
current density, a presentation which accounts for the
increase of Zeff with current. Generally, the pulses
after carbonization have somewhat lower Zeft values,
the reason being again a reduction in oxygen and
chlorine. The diagram also shows that higher electron
densities have been achieved at a given current density.
The lowest Zetf values of Fig. 13 are between two and
three.
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respective results are also shown in Fig. 14. The
different methods give consistent values within the
30-40% error bars although the values deduced from
the pulse height spectra have a tendency to be lower
than those deduced from the VUV spectra by about 50%.

6. ADDITIONAL OBSERVATIONS

6.1. Measurement of diffusion coefficient

During the flat-top of pulse No. 2542 (Ip= 3.5 MA,
ne = 2.2 X 1019m~3), a sudden increase and sub-
sequent decay was observed in the spectral line intensi-
ties of iron. Apparently, a piece of iron fell into the
plasma, which was sufficiently small that it did not
perturb the plasma parameters. The decay of the
respective lines can therefore be used to measure the
impurity particle transport in the plasma. As is shown
in Fig. 15, the different ionization stages yield the same
time constant, i.e. 390 ms. Within the framework of
a purely diffusive transport model, the resulting
spreading coefficient is 0.6 m2 -s"1, a value that is close
to those found in other tokamaks.

5.7. PHA results

Nickel impurity concentrations have been deduced
from the line emission spectra at 7.8 keV. The nickel
line emission intensity is generally found to increase
steadily at the beginning of the pulse and to stay
constant or to decrease during the flat-top and the
decay of the pulse, just as is observed by VUV spectro-
scopy. The nickel concentrations have been evaluated
during a 4 s flat top of the pulse, using theoretical
excitation rates for the four main lines in the Ni26+

spectrum and using the electron temperatures as obtained
from the high energy tail. Corona ionization equilib-
rium is assumed to predict the total nickel impurity
concentration at the centre of the plasma. X-ray
enhancement factors calculated from the intensity of
the continuum at 15 keV are in general agreement
with those values obtained from the X-ray diode signals
measured at 2 keV. However, the enhancement factors
have a tendency to be lower than those predicted from
the Zeff measurements using the visible continuum
particularly at high electron densities.

The nickel concentrations after carbonization deduced
from the X-ray spectra are shown in Fig. 14 as a func-
tion of line average density ne. The trend of a decreasing
nickel concentration with increasing ne is in agreement
with data obtained from the VUV spectroscopy. The

o.i

o.oi

0.001

Nickel concentrations
(after carbonization)

o PHA
A VUV spectroscopy

J I

Rel1Ol9m"3|

FIG. 14. Nickel concentrations derived from provisional PHA
and from spectroscopy as a function of electron density. Solid
and dashed lines are fitted to respective data sets.
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FIG. 15. Decay of iron line intensities. From the slope a
diffusion coefficient of 0.6 m2's~i is derived.

6.2. Measurement of ion temperature

Lines of different impurity species and ionization
stages, located in the visible or UV spectra, have been
scanned during the pulse in order to obtain values of
Doppler broadening, i.e. the ion temperatures.
Examples are the ls2s3S-ls2p3P° transitions in C V,
which, in second order, have a full half-width of about
0.14 nm. When corrections are made to the instrumental
width, the following typical ion temperatures result:

Oil (374.95 nm) « 30 eV
O III (375.99 nm) « 37 eV
O IV (373.68 nm) « 60 eV
OV(278.10nm) « 60 eV
C III (229.87 nm) * 35 eV
CV (227.09 nm) «190eV

These values are upper limits because of Zeeman
splitting, which has not been taken into account. In
the case of O II, O III and C III, the ionization times
may actually be too short for the impurity ions to be in
equilibrium with the protons/deuterons. Assuming
that the ion temperature is equal to the electron
temperature, O IV, O V and C V are just found where
they are expected from the code calculations, i.e. at a
temperature corresponding to half the ionization energy.

This is another important corroboration of the present
analysis assumptions. The spatial scan spectrometers
have to be awaited, for determining the pertinent radial
locations of the shells.

6.3. Poloidal radiation asymmetries

At high electron densities, poloidal asymmetries of
the plasma radiation are frequently observed. An
example is given in Fig. 16, showing the 20 channels of
the horizontal bolometer camera as a function of time
for pulse No. 2471. The phenomenon, which has
been observed before in other tokamaks (e.g. [30, 31 ])
and is often called MARFE, is first indicated by a local
increase of radiation in the horizontal midplane near the
inner wall. At the same time, the intensities of low
ionization stages of C, O and Cl, viewed along a hori-
zontal chord, increase steeply. The radiating layer then
grows in poloidal direction and eventually forms a
radiation mantle all around the plasma. Judging from
the individual bolometers around the torus, the effect
is toroidally symmetrical. These asymmetries are pre-
cursors of a high density disruption which, in the above
case, occurs at t = 9.2 s.

—L~ X- S- ^V

bottom
Plasma
edge

10

FIG. 16. Signals of the 20 channels of horizontal bolometer
camera demonstrating development of poloidal asymmetries.
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7. SUMMARY

In spite of its low heating power density, JET had
no problems in overcoming the radiation barrier after
an initial period of baking and glow discharge cleaning.
In fact, light impurities appeared to be well controlled
by these methods during the startup phase in 1983.
Significant amounts of metal impurities led to high
radiation power losses for fully developed plasmas,
i.e. 70% Pft. Wall material (Ni, Cr, Fe) deposited on
the carbon limiter was mainly responsible for the metal
contamination of the plasma. A comparatively small
amount of molybdenum was detected both in the
plasma and on the limiter surface, which is due to the
manufacturing process of the carbon tiles. Chlorine was
a very important impurity in the early JET discharges
and was reduced subsequently by cleaning procedures.
It was probably introduced by washing the torus. At
the end of 1983, Zeff was about 2.5 for 1^= 2.6 X 1019m"3.

During the subsequent operation period in spring
1984, cleaning procedures were the same as before, and
the impurity situation was not expected to change sub-
stantially. However, Zeff and radiated power were
considerably higher than in 1983. The reason for this
behaviour is not clear, since the essential impurities,
i.e. C, O, Ni, were virtually unchanged. Chlorine was
not monitored and only received attention when the
first VUV spectrometer was installed at the end of
May 1984 and strong Cl lines were observed in the
VUV spectrum. The torus had been washed again
before the 1984 operation; therefore, a high fraction
of chlorine may well be responsible for the early 1984
results. The plasmas became cleaner gradually in the
course of operation, although the oxygen level was
increasing because of enhanced plasma-wall interaction.

The period of PDC assessment was expected to
reduce light impurities and possibly metals due to lower
light impurity sputtering rates. However, the
PDC campaign made little impact on the plasma impuri-
ties. Oxygen and chlorine concentrations were some-
what lower after PDC, but the metals had increased
instead and there were only minor improvements in
Zeff and Praci.

High density operation at higher toroidal fields and
plasma currents resulted in a much reduced metal
content, but led to oxygen dominated plasmas with
strong edge cooling. Poloidal asymmetries were
observed in the radiation, and sometimes a radiation
mantle formed and made the plasma radius shrink.

By means of heavy carbonization, the metals could
be reduced even at lower electron densities and without
high edge radiation. In the process of depositing and

removing carbon, both oxygen and chlorine levels
reduced, leading to quite clean plasmas with radiation
levels between 40% P^ at moderate densities and
80% Pj2 close to the density limit. A drawback of
carbonization is the high percentage of carbon present
in the plasma. At Zeff values around three, about 40%
of the plasma electrons originate from impurities.

Generally, it was observed that light impurity
concentrations hardly depended on plasma current or
electron density. Metals increased with current and
decreased with ne. An inverse relationship was found
to exist between metals and low-Z impurities. These
trends, as well as the behaviour of Zeff and Prad, are
much in line with findings on other limiter tokamaks.
Typical impurity levels at the end of the 1984 operation
were 1% O, 2.5% C, 0.05% Cl and 0.015% metals
resulting in a Zeff value of 2.6. According to the code
calculations, oxygen and carbon are responsible for the
measured radiation losses and contribute about equal
amounts. By means of longer operation and repetitive
carbonization, the oxygen level can be further reduced.
This will probably allow higher electron densities, even
if the carbon fraction remains in the range of a few
per cent. For the Ohmic heating operation phase, the
present impurity levels did not cause any serious
problems. However, they would raise the <nerE>
requirements for ignition by a factor of two due to
enhanced bremsstrahlung and dilution of the deuterium/
tritium plasma.
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